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FUGUE 
 
 
 
Who do you think you are? 
 
Amnesic Malcolm struggles to put the pieces of his life back together and begins 
questioning those closest to him in this puzzle of memory and identity. 
 
 
SHORT SYNOPSIS  
Fugue unfolds as Malcolm awakes, unsure of where or who he is. Helen, his wife, 
struggles to remind him of the man she needs him to be. When their friend Ian pays a 
surprise visit to help, Malcolm begins suspecting things are not entirely as they seem. 
His wife and friend may not be telling the whole story. Just as Malcolm’s persona comes 
into sharper focus, masked intruders put everyone’s lives in danger. The truth will come 
out, one way or another. 
 
 
LONG SYNOPSIS  
Malcolm awakes, unsure of where or who he is. He’s put on edge when a stranger 
appears, revealing herself to be his wife, Helen. Through stories she reminds him who 
he is and the man she needs him to be. As Malcolm regains fragments of his former self 
Helen reassures him the amnesiac state is only temporary.  When a man shows up at 



their door, Malcolm is assured he’s their friend Ian, there to help. As Ian’s stories shed 
light on other aspects of Malcolm’s life, he starts suspecting things are not as they seem. 
Are his wife and friend telling him everything? Just as Malcolm’s persona comes into 
sharper focus, masked intruders put everyone’s lives in danger. The truth will come out, 
one way or another. 
 
 
LONGER SYNOPSIS  
Malcolm awakes, finding himself in an isolated home unsure of where or who he is. With 
no grasp on his former life he’s put on edge when a woman enters the house but relaxes 
when she reveals herself to be his wife, Helen. Through stories of their past she works to 
remind him about the kind of man he was, the traits of the man she married. It’s helping, 
and as Malcolm regains fragments of his former self Helen reassures him the amnesiac 
state is a temporary one, as long as he keeps taking his pills, he’ll be back to his old life 
soon enough within a week. 
 
Despite the progress, Ian, an unexpected guest, puts Malcolm on edge, but Helen 
assures him Ian’s a friend and there to help. Through Ian’s colourful stories Malcolm 
learns new aspects of his former life, but something is not adding up, are his wife and 
friend telling him everything? Before Malcolm can fully remember the truth about who 
he is, masked intruders break in and put everyone’s life in danger. They only want what’s 
in the safe, but only Malcolm knew the combination. There’s more than one way to 
unlock a safe though and the intruders aren’t leaving without what they came for, but 
they better hurry, Malcolm’s remembering more and more of who he really is and no 
one in the house is safe. 
 

 
 



 
 

ABOUT THE MAKING OF FUGUE 
 
An idea for a film can come from anywhere and the story for FUGUE came from a 
personal creative challenge. “The idea for fugue came from a place of self-imposed 
creative challenge. The indie filmmaker in me had wanted to make a film in a single 
location in an effort to keep costs low, but that didn’t feel like one location so the film 
didn’t feel stale.” explained writer-director, Tomas Street.  
 
Street endeavored to create a psychological thriller in such a way that the audience will 
put the puzzle pieces together as the story unfolds. “I feel like I made this film for fans 
of arthouse cinema that enjoy a good slow burn story,” said Street. 
 
While he was diving deeper into the story, Street found himself exploring the concept of 
identity, and that’s when everything clicked. “By changing one’s appearance, the 
assumptions made at face value about people and how those assumptions alter the more 
we get to know someone - once those elements came together for me the script really 
started to flow,” he explained. 
 
“A comment on identity at its core, FUGUE is about how one’s perception of a person 
changes the more you get to know them. By design, the viewers connection with the 
protagonist alters the further into the movie they get, no character is one dimensional 
and until you know all their sides, you never really know them,” said Street. 
 

… 
 
Shot in one location over the course of 12 days in Sudbury, FUGUE represents the 
essence of what it’s like to shoot a movie in Northern Ontario when there’s limited days, 
restricted budget, and a very busy crew. 
 
One of the definitive characteristics of a filmmaker is their resourcefulness. With a script 
written with a certain house layout in mind the entire production hinged on the hopes of 
finding one that fit the bill. “I figured if I could make the house and the situation about 
its changing appearance a character in itself then it’s progression and evolution would 
be part of the hero’s journey and give off its own reward to the audience,” said Street. 
 
Finding the house would be the first and biggest challenge. When the only location they 
had fell through with just over a week before shooting began it led to scramble for Street 



and producer, Christine Rochon, to find a new house that could fulfill the film’s vision 
and also meeting their needs. They drove around Sudbury knocking on doors and their 
efforts paid off when they met a couple who were interested in renting their house out 
to film productions. This introduction led to the discovery of the FUGUE house, which 
was a converted old school house. The house was so perfect that the script didn’t require 
any rewrites. 
 

 
 
While FUGUE marks the first time for Street to direct and Rochon to produce, neither are 
new to the world of film. Both have been working for many years in production in 
Northern Ontario, as have most of the crew. As part of a burgeoning industry, the film 
community in Northern Ontario are a busy crew, often with only days between 
productions. Street was on set of Fugue a mere two weeks after wrapping a season of 
Letterkenny and just two days after wrapping Fugue, he hopped on the production of 
the feature THROUGH BLACK SPRUCE, while Rochon also jumped into pre-production 
on a new season of Letterkenny. James Griffith was also in a similar position. Thankfully 
his two-week hiatus from the TV series Mayday fell right into the schedule of filming for 
Fugue while the majority of the crew were caught between seasons of the TV series 
Cardinal. 
 

… 
 
FUGUE is the Northern Ontario winner of the Indiecan20K initiative, which gave the first-
time filmmaking team of producer Christine Rochon and writer/director Tomas Street a 
leg up to make their debut feature film under their newly formed Rock Street Films North 
company.  
 



It’s an initiative that’s willing to take a risk on somebody new, someone ready to go that 
extra mile. Established by veteran producer and distributor Avi Federgreen, Indiecan20K 
creates a path for the first-time filmmaker to make a feature film with the support of the 
industry. Through the Indiecan20K initiative, the filmmakers received major support 
through in kind donations of time and equipment.  
 
“Initiatives like the Indiecan20K are really important. Without things like this, it doesn’t 
give people like me a chance to get their first shot to show people what I can do,” said 
Street. 
 
“Initiatives for first-time filmmakers are very important especially in Canada where we 
don’t always have a lot of opportunities to make films. It’s important for us as a county 
for us to share our stories,” added Christine Rochon, producer. 
 
The FUGUE team is particularly grateful for the support from Keslow camera and William 
F. Whites for gear and Deluxe for post-production work. The limited 20K challenge 
budget was raised through Indiegogo supporters and with the help of the MFM based 
out of Sudbury Ontario. 
 
 

 
ABOUT THE CAST 

 
Spending years as a successful home builder, JACK 
FOLEY (Malcolm) was recruited by a modelling agency 
in 2016. Shortly after joining the industry, he landed 
several national commercial and print ads. After a fresh 
start in modelling and commercials with B&M Models, 
Jack decided to pursue his hand at acting and was 
signed with ART Agency based out of Toronto. Some of 
Jack’s credits include Drake’s “I’m Upset” music video, 
roles in the Feature Films FUGUE, and LIFECHANGER 
which was an official selection Fantasia Film Festival, 

Frightfest (UK), L'Etrange in Paris and many more, and television series’ AMERICAN 
GODS and WAYNE.  
 
 
 
 



 
LAURA TREMBLAY (Helen) is essentially a “Jill of all 
trades” – singer, songwriter, actor, writer, director and 
producer. She has an array of film and television roles to 
her credit, including The Expanse (Syfy/Space 
Channel), BEN HUR (2016; Paramount Pictures), THE 
COCKSURE LADS (Spiral Entertainment) and many more.  
 
Tremblay also had a leading role in the highly-acclaimed 
touring stage production of Evil Dead: The Musical, and 
was part of the cast of Legally Blonde: The Musical at 

Stage West Calgary, and originated the leading role of “Lori” in the brand new 
musical Jukebox Hero which is set to tour North America and Europe in 2019, with a 
stop at the Ed Mirvish Theatre in Toronto, February, 2019. 
 
On the film side of her passions, Tremblay created Lucky Dime Films in 2016, a 
production company geared towards making films on tight budgets. Her first ever 
produced short film, MENSES, has over 45,000 views on YouTube and was an official 
selection of the Toronto International Short Film Festival. Laura has produced two music 
videos (one of which was an official selection of both the LA Shorts Film Festival & The 
Bucharest Film Festival), six short films and a feature film entitled LIFECHANGER (2018). 
Lucky Dimes is currently in post-production for a web series entitled Here’s Ginger!, 
which looks deep into the misogyny and sexism that exists in today’s society. 
 
 

 
Born and raised in Toronto, Ontario, Canada, 
MIKE DONIS (Ian) has been making films virtually 
his whole life, winning numerous awards early in 
his career for his various shorts (including Best 
Picture at the YoungCuts International Film 
Festival with ‘GRAY CHRISTMAS’ in 2005). His 
work on the 2011 short ‘THE SWASHBUCKLING 
ADVENTURES OF PETE WINNING AND THE 
PIRATES’ (in which he also stars in the title role) 

has been recognized at multiple film festivals across the United States, and led to a 
collaboration with writers Aaron Tsang and James Christopher to pursue a web series, 
and then a feature film set in the same ‘Pete Winning’ universe.   



He began working as a freelance editor in 2005 in all forms of film and video and keeps 
himself busy working behind the scenes in this capacity to this day. Donis continues to 
passionately work both in front of, and behind the camera, primarily as a director, actor 
and film editor.   
 
 
KRISTEN DA SILVA is an actor and writer living just outside Toronto, Canada. She is best 
known for her work in theatre, as the award-winning playwright of Where You Are, Hurry 
Hard, Sugar Road, Gibson & Sons, among others. Her recent acting 
credits include Where You Are (Theatre Orangeville), FUGUE, THE WORLD WITHOUT 
CANADA (History Channel), WEB OF LIES (Investigation Discovery), SEE NO 
EVIL (Investigation Discovery), and FORBIDDEN.  
 
 
MICHAEL LIPKA (Chris) is an actor from Toronto, Ontario, Canada known for, X-MEN: 
DARK PHOENIX (2019) and TEAR US APART (2018), and LET HER OUT (Black Fawn 
Distribution). Michael will next appear in GIRL, opposite Bella Thorne and Mickey Rourke. 
Michael Lipka trains with coach Sophie Ann Rooney (RAW Actors Studio). Michael also 
has a past in journalism being a contributor and co-founder of The Lab Magazine (2009-
2012).  
 
 
 

ABOUT THE CREW 
 
TOMAS STREET (Writer/Director) has spent the majority of his life on set. Son of world 
renown photographer David Street and stage actress Margaret St. John, he spent much 
of his childhood assisting his father in photoshoots and backstage at the theatre. His love 
of cinema from an early age led him to his first film job before even graduating high 
school.    
 

With over 20 years in the industry, Tomas’s passion for story telling has led him to work 
as a uniquely talented script supervisor and screen writer. His work has been optioned 
and produced, both on screen and on stage, including his original, award winning 
children’s series Kid’s Town.  Tomas has now turned his passion towards directing, 
writing and directing his first feature film FUGUE. The script won the IndieCan 20k 
competition in 2017 and was made for just $20,000 under the guidance and mentorship 
of Warren P. Sonoda and Avi Federgreen. Tomas is half of the newly formed Rock Street 
Films North, along with producer Christine Rochon. 



 
CHRISTINE ROCHON (Producer) is an up-and-coming film producer from Northern 
Ontario, Canada. Dedicated to bringing compelling thought-provoking stories to life, 
she aims to entertain and make a difference with the content she helps produce.  Her 
early passion in music cultivated a desire to work in the media and entertainment 
industry. With small city roots and without the means to relocate, she studied 
communications and public relations at both university and college, a path that solidified 
Christine’s desire to pursue a career outside the box. Her artistry is found in the solutions 
and care she invests in producing a creative story. Playing a largely silent role offscreen, 
her fresh take on filmmaking and skill set is one that can only be admired while 
working alongside her.  
 
Christine is best known for her producing debut film FUGUE. The script won the 
Indiecan20K competition in 2017 and was made for just $20,000 under the guidance 
and mentorship of Warren P. Sonoda and Avi Federgreen. Christine is half of the newly 
formed Rock Street Films North, along with writer-director Tomas Street. 
 
AVI FEDERGREEN (Executive Producer) Avi Federgreen’s over twenty-five years of 
experience in the Canadian film industry includes over sixty films produced.  

Federgreen’s newly completed films, which are travelling around the film festival circuit 
include FOR MTHE SAKE OF VICIOUS directed by Reese Eveneshen and Gabriel 
Carrer.  Current films in release include THINGS I DO FOR MONEY directed by Warren 
P. Sonoda,  MAN RUNNING directed by Gary Burns, LIFECHANGER directed by Justin 
McConnell, and ALTERED SKIN directed by Adnan Ahmed.  Federgreen also is the 
creator of the INDIECAN10K & INDIECAN20K First Feature Initiatives that have now 
helped 8 first features get made in Canada including the NWT film ELIJAH AND THE 
ROCK CREATURE directed by Jennifer Walden and the Northern Ontario film  FUGUE 
directed by Tomas Street. 

Federgreen's other producing credits include ONE WEEK, STILL MINE, KISS & CRY, 
PRISONER X, SCORE: A HOCKEY MUSICAL, RELATIVE HAPPINESS, HOW TO PLAN 
AND ORGY IN A SMALL TOWN, MOON POINT, I’M YOURS, HUNGRY HILLS, HIGH 
LIFE, LESLIE, MY NAME IS EVIL to name a few. 

In the Summer of 2019 Federgreen Directed his first Short film RED BALLOON which is 
now travelling the festival circuit. 

In November 2011, Federgreen opened his own film distribution and sales company 
INDIECAN ENTERTAINMENT.  The company services not just up-and-coming 



Canadian and International filmmakers, but also those indies making films in a lower 
budget bracket who have otherwise virtually no chance to shine in a market of big 
studios, distributors and exhibitors. Indiecan has now released over 150 films in 
Canada, and over 60 films in the US. 

 
WARREN P. SONODA (Executive Producer) is one of Canada’s busiest, in-demand and 
prolific narrative directors having completed his 11th feature film and 65th episode of 
TV. He’s also one of the most accomplished and influential Canadian music video 
directors with over 160 music videos directed and more than 250 edited. He recently 
received a second Emmy nomination for Best Direction for PBS’s Odd Squad (2018, 
2017). Warren has solidified his name as one of Canada’s most versatile directors in 
comedy, drama, action, romance, family and horror. His 5ive Girls starring Ron Perlman 
is getting a 13th Year Ammo Blu-Ray Anniversary release and his new thriller Things I 
Do For Money which he also co-wrote, comes out in 2020. He also directed 8 episodes 
of the iconic TV series Trailer Park Boys for Netflix Originals, the beloved This Hour Has 
22 Minutes and Murdoch Mysteries for CBC and the CBC MOW A Christmas Fury 
which The Globe & Mail hails: “You will not see another holiday-themed special like 
this, ever. All others pale beside it, so get ready to embrace the cracked humour of a 
new Canadian classic.” 
 
Along with his Emmy nominations, he has been nominated for over 40 national and 
international awards, winning 4 MuchMusic Awards, 15 CCMA nominations, including 
wins for Director and Music Video of the Year, the ReelWorld Film Festival Trailblazer 
Award in 2009, was nominated for the 2015 DGC Award for Best Comedy Series for his 
Season 8 Trailer Park Boys episode, Best Director and Best Picture at the 2017 
International Christian Film Festival for The Masked Saint and several wins for his 
Christmas-themed TIFF 2008 breakout comedy hit Coopers Camera with Samantha 
Bee, Jason Jones and Dave Foley.  Japanese-Canadian Sonoda is the youngest 
director and first person of colour to be elected as the Chair of the DGC National 
Director’s Division and sits on the DGC National Executive Board. In 2014, Warren 
received the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee Medal in recognition for his outstanding 
contributions to the Canadian film industry. He also got inducted into the Guinness 
Book of World Records when his Swearnet: The Movie knocked Martin Scorsese’s Wolf 
of Wall Street out for most expletives in a movie. He is also a champion of independent 
Canadian film as the Chair of the Canadian Film Fest and sat on the advisory board of 
Women In View x2 More and Sheridan College. 


